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Computerized registration to start next month
lly STEPHEN ALLEN
Instead of pulling class cards. James Madison
University students will register for spring semester
classes using* a new computer system.
Registration will be held from Nov. 9 to 20 in the
Warren Campus Center ballroom. Scheduling order
will be based on credit hours completed.
Students unable to register in November will be
rescheduled Jan. 11 or 12.

New system
not foolproof
By STKPIIKN ALLEN
James Madison University moves further into the
computer age with the use of Hewlett-Packard 3000
computers for registration next month.
But while the computer system will expedite
registration, it will not eliminate all registration
problems, according to Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of
admissions and records.
"I'm afraid people may have unrealistic expectations of what a new computer system can do,"
Reubush said. "People must remember that' there
are still the same number of classes in the schedule,
and that incorrect entries can be made into the
computer."
Reubush added that the advantages of the system
for outweigh the disadvantages.
The biggest advantage is that it "enables department heads to know immediately which sections are
closed." she said.
Reubush is hoping the five munutes allotted each
student at the terminal will prevent lines. She expects
"students to go even faster than this."
Ronald Lusk. systems development manager,
added the system is "really quite fast for operators
and students."
It will eliminate class cards, registration permits
and standing in line to find out a course is closed at
/registration, and will provide students with a printed
copy of their schedule within seconds.
The system also will contain all pertinent student
information in one central file.
See FOOLPROOF, page 6

A few days after class registration, students will
receive their tuition and fees bill. If the student pays
his bill in person before Jan. 8 his I.D. card will be
validated
This will complete the registration process, giving
the student the option of not returning from Christmas vacation until the first day of classes.
The schedule of classes will be published this week.
In each schedule there will be a course request form,
which replaces the green form used in the past.
Each class is identified by a four-digit index
number that is contained in the schedule of classes.
This index number will be written on the course
request form to indicate class preferences.
After receiving his adviser's signature, the student
will report to the Warren Campus Center at the
assigned time.
Students need only take their course request form
and ID card to registration, unless they are taking a
credit-no credit course, an audit course or repeating
a course. In this case, a change of course application
must also be presented at registration.
Before the student is admitted to the terminals, he
checks the posted index list to see which courses are
closed. If a course on the students course request
form is closed, alternative classes must be found.
Students check in at one of two entrance computer
terminals. Operators will check to see if the student is
eligible to register.
Ineligibility results from unpaid bills or falsified
academic records.
The next step is to go to one of nine terminals for
the actual registration process. The index numbers
appearing on the course request form will be punched
in by the terminal operator. Any conflicts in the
student's proposed schedule, will be displayed immediately by the computer.
Each student is allotted five minutes at the terminal.
Upon completing the class registration process, the
student receives a printed copy of his schedule.
If a satisfactory schedule cannot be arranged, the
student has three options. He can add a course during
the add-drop period in January, revise his schedule
with his adviser and return to registration or wait
until January and register in Godwin Hall.
The second step of registration involves payment of
tuition and fees. This can be handled in one of three
ways.
If the student pays in person at the cashier's

window in Wilson Hall by Jan. 8. his ID card will be
validated and the registration process will be complete.
The second option is to pay by mail by Dec. 15. This
option requires the student to have their ID card
validated in Godwin Hall on January 11 or 12.
The student's final option is to go to Godwin Hall on
January 11 or 12 pay his tuition and fees bill, confirm
his schedule, and have his card validated.

Tight security
guards system
By HLL HOWARD
Tight computer security measures have prevented
problems for the James Madison University computer registration system, according to Ben Yarber,
director of computer services.
"Not just anybody can get in there (the computer
system)," Yarber said.
There are separate computer systems for student
and administrative use, he said. The two systems are
physically separated and students are not given
access to offices housing administrative computer
system components. Yarber said.
Administrative offices keeping confidential student
or university records on the computer system have
access only to information they need, Yarber said.
Each office has its own set of passwords that enables
trained personnel to store and retrieve computer
data, he said.
All paswords are confidential and it is "highly
unlikely" that students could gam access to either the
passwords or the administrative computer terminals. Yarber added.
Anywhere from four to eight passwords may be.
required to reach certain computerized information,
Yarber said. Additional security measures such as,
lockwords may be added to secure more sensitive
data, he added.
Grades, payroll and grade point average information is "real high on the ladder" of records
protected by strict security precautions, Yarber
See SECURITY, page 6

Parents' Day called for
some tailgate parties before
Saturday's football game,
which the Dukes lost to
Furmiin University M-tl. See
Sports stories, page 12.

This
issue..
"A
Servant
of
Two
Masters" opened the .IMU
mainstage last week: and Neil
Simon's
"Chapter
Two"
played in Wampler Theatre.
See Inside reviews, page 10.
Hogs tied to trees or other
fixtures around campus are
being
taken
lo
the
llatTisonhiiig SPCA.
See
slory page .'.
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Pets leashed to campus trees
confiscated by animal warden
Ilv TAMMY MOONEY
Mark Forseth tied his black
labrador retriever. "RZ." to
a tree near the library construction site on Sept. 21. After
his class in Burruss Hall,
Mark returned to find RZ
gone.
His pet had been picked up
by the Harrisonburg City
animal warden and taken to
the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, according to a campus security
official.
Like other James Madison
University commuter
students. Forseth always
brings his dog on campus and
ties him up when in class. "I
don't like to leave him sitting
in the house by himself all
day." Foiseth «HoV"He likes
lo be outside."
But the 1981-82 JMU Student
Handbook states, "No student
shall bring any pet belonging
to them or under their control
into any University owned or
operated building, or chain a
pet outside any academic
building where it may disrupt
classroom activities through
barking or other noise."
According to Alan Macnutt,

Ptwto Hr Carl Coilwibatftf

PETS LEASHED to trees or other campus fixtures are being
confiscated by the Harrisonburg animal warden.

Buildings and grounds has
submitted many complaints
about dogs being tied to trees.
They said the pets were
destroying the bark on the
trees, thus eventually killing
them.
Complaints of classroom
disruption were also cited as
reasons for the heavier enforcement of the policy,
MacNutt said
When an animal is seen tied
to a tree on campus, campus
security will call Warne
Cassidy, Harrisonburg animal
warden, to come pick up the
animal. Cassidy has no
jurisdiction at JMU unless
campus police call him.
Cassidy takes the dog to the
SPCA where the owner must
pay a reclaim fee of $2 and a
$2 a day boarding fee. If the
animal,is claimed before four

hours elapse, the boarding fee
is waived.
The animal is held there for
five days. If not claimed, the
pet either goes up for adoption
or is put to sleep.
Students may have to pay a
fine up to $100 for breaking a
city ordinance. The ordinance
states that a person must have
their dog on a leash and leash
in hand when on public
property. This means that
JMU students are not allowed
to leave their dogs unattended.
After picking up the dog.
Cassidy must notify the owner
within 48 hours. But this is
possible only if the pet has
identification tags. The SPCA
works with Cassidy on trying
to identify pets and owners.
"Out there at the college
they have a lot of out-of-state
people." Cassidy said. "These
students and other dog owners
should pick up an ID tag at the
SPCA."
Linda Devier. receptionist
at the Harrisonburg SPCA
said. "I stress to students,
don't take your pets on
campus." She noted the
animals "are not wanted,
there."

offered by UDAP

Depositor
By" THERESA LINT
The
Utility
Deposit
Assistance Program enables
commuter students to receive
utility service from certain
companies without placing a
deposit.
The UDAP is beginning its
third year of operation, according to William Gerlach.
associate director of housing.
When a student applies for
utility service for his apartment or house, utility companies which recognize the
UDAP will not request a
deposit. Some deposits are as
much as $200
The
program
accepts
members at all times and
provides students with a

director of campus security,
this policy is being more
strictly enforced this year for
many reasons.
A JMU employee was bitten
last spring while trying to aid
a dog who was caught up in its
tither. MacNutt said. The
employee required medical
attention.

deposit-free service for the
whole school year.
The Harrisonburg Electric
Commission. Virginia
Electric and Power Company.
Shenandoah Electric
Cooperative and Columbia
Gas have all agreed to officially recognize the UDAP
The service is open to any
full or part-time commuter
student. To become a member
the student must pay a $10
non-refundable fee at the
cashier's office in Wilson Hall.
Checks will not be accepted by
mail.
"The important thing to
remember is that the membership money will be given to
the
Commuter
Student

Committee to spend as they
wish." Gerlach said.

IF \NY MEMBER of the
service fails to pay his utility
bill within 60 days of the
termination of service. UDAP
will guarantee payment to the
utility up to but not exceeding
the
member's
average
deposit.
Should any member fail to
reimburse the service for any
delinquent accounts,
appropriate legal action will be
taken.
"Most students are pretty
good about paying back bills."
Gerlach said. "The biggest
problem is at the end of the
vear when students leave in

WE'RE MORE THAN A
•} NICE PLACE TO EAT
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Have a
news tip?

Mav and forget to tell the
utilities that they will no
longer be responsible for their
bills " When student sublease
their apartments and houses
for May and summer sessions
they can be responsible for
unpaid bills.
Last year the UDAP was
responsible for $1300 in unpaid
bills, all of which has been
reimbursed by students except for $500. "This is pretty
good." Gerlach said. "U.Va.,
which has a similar program,
owes over $10.000"

Call the
news desk
at 6127

|:'W::::::::WQ
| A review of grammar, punctuation, |
| word usage-especially for people |
| taking LSAT and & other graduate
entrance exams.
;.-.
$

For more information, contact the
I Counseling 6 Student Development*
^Center 6552, 2nd floor Alumnae Hai$
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Growth
Major construction era
continues for university
ll\ T\MMV SCARTON
.Fames Madison University
is still in a "major construction period." according
to Bill Deane. superintendent
of buildings and grounds.
Deane foresees construction
of a new fine arts building
along with Greek housing
across Interstate 81. This
consruction may occur within
the next two decades, he said.
The fine arts building will be
constructed adjacent to" Duke
Fine Arts Center
Dr. William Jackameit.
director of internal research
and budget, said he thinks
there will be no major construction for several years
after the current projects are
rnmnleted.
"There
will

probably be a lot of renovation
of academic buildings, but I
don't see any new buildings
going up." he said. He noted
Maury Hall. Jackson Hall and
Harrison Hall Annex have all
three been "gutted."
Gutting a building is tearing
out the interior completely
and remodeling the inside of
the building. Wilson. Keezell
and Burruss halls are
probably next on the list to be
gutted. Jackameit said.
"They will probably do one
of two things to the Wilson
auditorium." Jackameit said.
"One. probably take the whole
auditorium out and put in
adminsitrative offices, which
are badly needed, or two.

WORK CONTINUES on the new JMU dormitory. ReH Hall.
completely remodel the whole
place
"IF TIIF BUSINESS school
keeps growing the way it has
over the last five years, we
are going to need a new
business building, but that is
way off into the future,"
Jackameit noted.
Both men agree JMU has

ween the ones we now own."
But he added financing the
purchase may be a problem
and noted that the owners
may not want to sell.
Deane believes JMU has
almost stopped growing. "Dr.
Carrier said that he wants to
stress academic excellence
now instead of numbers, so
things ought to level out." he

tuition will probably increase
as state and federal funds
decline."
Jackameit said the budget
cuts will not greatly affect
JMU. "Most of the money tied
up in the school is state
money, not federal." he noted.
As state funds are become
scarce the university will be to
take on more of the financial

——

Greek

across Interstate 81 and a new
fine arts building is foreseen within two decades

PIMM ky Carl CMtoaftMtor

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY remains in a "major construction period." according to an official here.

little property to expand onto,
but that much can be done
across 1-81. "It's my understanding that there has
been talk of building^ fraternity and sorority housing, a
lake, and of course, more
parking by the new field
house." Jackameit said.
There are no plans to buy
land of major significance for
future expansion, both men
said.
"We just bought that little
triangular piece of land where
that new dorm is going up."
Jackameit said. "We would
also probably like to get those
houses on Main Street bet-

said.
Jackameit said. "JMU has
just about reached its limits of
growth." He noted enrollment
is now about 9.000. but said it
should not rise significantly
within the next two decades.
DEANE BELIEVES
President Reagan's proposed
budget cuts will affect the
university's expansion.
"Those cuts are going to affect all aspects of society, not
just us." he said. 'The school
will probably have to develop
new ways and means of
revenue." He noted. "I'm not
an economics specialist, but

burden, he added.
Both men acknowledge a
need for more parking space
on campus. Deane said extra
parking will be available as
soon as the center across 1-81
is completed. "I don't see us
building any multiple level
parking lots in the near future,
but someday we might have
to." Deane said.
Additional faculty and staff
parking will soon be made
available behind AnthonySeeger school, according to
Jackameit. "That parking
area is going to be expanded
to 55 to 60 places for faculty."
he said.

Use and abuse of alcohol continues at JMU

By JIM. HOWARD
Alcohol use. abuse and awareness are continuous processes at
James Madison University, according to JMU officials.
"Alcohol is a drug, like marijuana or heroin," said Richard
Travis, a JMU health instructor. "Alcohol is our (nation's)
number one drug problem."
Many young social drinkers unfortunately do not equate the use
of alcohol with the use of non-liquid narcotics, Travis said. But the
effects of alcohol can be just as harmful as the effects of other
drugs, he added.
"It is a depressant." Travis said, noting the initial relaxed or
uninhibited feelings produced by one's first drinks have misled
people to believe that alcohol is a stimulant.
Travis said 10 to 15 percent of the drinking population may
become problem drinkers. He defines problem drinkers as people
who either have automobile accidents or a physical addiction to
alcohol as a result of heavy drinking.
Travis teaches a block course titled "Alcohol Use and Abuse"
which has been offered at JMU since 1978. The class concentrates
on the physical, psychological, and social consequences of alcohol
use
Travis said the class is designed to "sensitize people to alcohol"
and to "get people to become aware of their drinking patterns and
become responsible drinkers."
This same goal is the motivation behind alcohol awareness
programs sponsored by the student affairs department according to Dr Harold McGee, vice president of student affairs.
McGee said in the 1979-80 school year, the JMU Alcohol
Education Task Force surveyed approximately 2,000 freshman
See Vl.rOHOi.. page 4
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* Alcohol
j Continued from page 3)
freshman
and
transfer
students to determine their
knowledge and attitudes
toward alcohol use.
The survey showed that
students who drank before
they entered college drank
even more once they got
there. McGee said. The
survey also showed that while
males seemed to know more
than females about the
technical aspects of drinking,
men were more likely than
women to abuse alcohol.
These and other survey
findings led to the development of alcohol awareness
programs on campus, McGee
said The JMU Student
Development
Committee,
which assimilated the earlier
task force's functions and
recommendations, sponsors
alcohol awareness programs
in residence halls and during
special programs like earlier
"Superperson" activities.
Committee members, guest
speakers from groups such as
the Alcohol Safety Action
Program, and JMU security
officers
conduct
the
awareness . programs
together.
Alcohol
is
sometimes served to students
who then take breathalizer
and physical coordination
tests to see for themselves
how alcohol affects their
bodies.
Despite alcohol awareness
efforts most of the discipline
and vandalism violations that
occur on campus are alcohol
related. McGee said.
According to Alan MacNutt,
director of campus security
about 50 persons have been
arrested at JMU since
January 1981 for driving
under the influence. An additional 47 persons have been
charged with being drunk in
public.
JMU police records show
most of the offenses have been
committed be 19-year-old
white males on Friday and
Saturday nights between 11
p.m. and 7 a.m.
MacNutt said police officers
may let persons suspected of
being drunk in public return to
their rooms if there is a
"responsible person" there to
escort them, but "more are
arrested than not." But he
added, police officers are
obligated to arrest persons
believed to be intoxicated
while driving.
Arrested offenders are
taken to the Harrisonburg
sheriffs
office.
where
suspected drunk drivers are
given
breathalizer
test.
MacNutt said. Persons drunk
in public do not have to take
the test. All are held by the
sheriff's office until sober or
retrieved by other people.
MacNutt said.
Police impound cars of
students arrested for driving
while intoxicated. MacNutt
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said, adding the student must
pay towing and impoundment
fees.
According
to
McGee.
students arrested for drunk
driving have their' parking
privileges suspended until
they are either acquitted of
the charges or complete the
ASAP sessions that convicted
offenders must attend.
Students who appear to
have drinking problems are
often referred to the JMU
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center. McGee
aid.
According to Dr. Teresa
Gonzalez, director of the
center.
"alcohol-related
problems are fairly common
among college-aged
students."
Gonzalez said the center
does not keep track of how
many students come there for
alcohol-related counseling. All
cases are handled on an individual, confidential basis by
the counselors, she added.
In addition to the counseling
center, there are several
services in the Harrisonburg
area for problem drinkers and
alcoholics.
The Harrisonburg chapter
of Alcoholics Anonymous
holds regular meetings where
anyone who believes he or she
may be an alcoholic can talk
to other alcoholics.
According
to
A. A.
publications, the group's main
objective is to provide
fellowships where alcoholics
talk and support each other's
aim to stay sober, controlling
their problem one day at a
time.
A. A. does not provide
medical care, financial aid or
individual counseling. An
estimated 1.000.000 people in
92 countries are A.A. members. The organization does
not keep strict membership
records and the individual
members do not reveal their
identities to the general
public.
_
A. A. is supported by
vboluntary
membership
contributions.
In addition to A.A. type
group sessions, the Pear
Street Center provides individual and family counseling for alcoholics. All
counseling there is done on an
outpatient basis, according to
counselor Lee Hall.
Most treated at the center
are men about 30 years old.
Hall said, adding that the
center is open to anyone.
Outpatients are charged
according to their ability to
pay. he said.
Hall said the Pear Street
Center also operates a halfway house for male alcoholics
who need a "stable, dry environment." Women needing
half-way house facilities are
See ALCOHOL, page 6

STOP-IN CORRECTION
The Stop-In Ad for 10-15-81
should have listed
Lite cans on sale for $2.29
not $1.99
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***TEAMS NOW FORMING***
Winning Team Advances to
Southern Regional Competetion
ALL EXPENSES PAID !!!

■o - *.

Questions from Trivia to Calculus
Be There
Oct. 26 7 pm WCC Ballroom

I is
1*

3*
Jf*****lHr***#^r****t^*#ll#****#*^#*******^^^^^^^^^^J

Beginning November 2nd:
5
Watch For These Tournaments
J Backgammon- Nov. 2 Room A 7 pm
J Chess- Nov. 2 Room B 7:30 pm
| Billiards-Nov. 2 Gameroom 7 pm
4 Darts- Nov. 2 Gameroom 7 pm
Bowling- TBA Valley Lanes
•Video Games- Nov. 4 Gameroom 7 pm
hdividual Winners compete in Regional Tournament
j • No Regional Tournament - Trophy awarded to winner
3 Individual and or team sign up fcr all events *• at the
JInformation Desk
i
$1.25 registration fee per person for each event.
*
For more information call 6321
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ANNOUNCING CLUR 2FER Club 2FER(2«FER) toa unique open buying
organization which permits you to purchase items in our store at a substantial
discount, here's how it works:
If you buy a pack of cigarettes at our regular price, you will be charged $.68. If
you were a member Club 2FER and purchased 2 packs you would only pay $1.10.
That's 2 for $1.10 and a savings of .26.
For beer purchases you would buy 2 she packs at our regular low price and then
deduct an additional .30.
Each month an updated price list will be available inside the store. In addition to
these great discounts you will also be permitted to cash your personal checks for
up to $15.00 and will be invited to stock up on special "Once-a-month-super-chibmembers only specials."
The cost to belong is only $2.00 and only 1000 new members will be accepted, so
join today and start saving Available only at STOP-IN 2 on Port Road, right next
to the campus.

Item

Ragular

2 fer

Savings of

Snuff

2 for

.79 ea.

$1.40

180

Chew

2 for

.79 ea.

$1.35

230

Cigarettes

2 for

.68 ea.

$1.10

26*

Soda (16 oz)

2 for

.50 ea.

.89

u«

Soda (12 oz can) 2 for

.45 ea.

.85

50

Ice (5#)

2 for

.89 ea.

$1.09

690

Ice (10#)

2 for

1.29 ea.

$1.95

630

Bic Pens

4 for

.39 ea.

$1.00

560

Candy

"4 for

.30 ea.

$1.00

200

7 oz. Tropicana

.4 for

.35 ea.

$1.20

200

>■.

Super Club Special of the Month
Moosehead Beer
$2.89 a six; you save $1.10!!
Join Now at the Port Road STOP-IN
4***4+4444444**44*4+44+4444+44444*4*44444*44+44**+4***+4*44*444444***44*+44+*44**4
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Sadat assasination
likely since accords

Stack o* # M >d iless.

Shoneyls hisckras Ifot Fudge Cake.
99-SH0|E1(S
First comes a layer of rich, dark
devil's food cake. Then creamy vanil la
Ice oream. Next, another layer of cake.
Over it all, we pour on yummy hot
fudge and add a dollop of creamy

whipped topping and a red cherry.
Mmmmmmmm.

LUIGFS PIZZERIA
SPECIALS
S. Main Luigi's only 433'1101
WEDNESDAY night ONLY
5-9 pm or until we run out
All the spaghetti, salad, garlic bread
you can eat for $3.49
}Buy any size pizza with a minimum of one topping we W7/7]
\give you the next topping free
j
effective Mon-Thur 5-9 expires Oct. 31
present coupon to cashier
variety of subs for a special price 11-2 Mon-Fri
LARGE SOFT DRINK OR SMALL .15
11-5 Sat & Sun expires Nov. 16Campus delivery service
med 8* large pizzs only
variety of subs & heroes
6-11 Mon- Thur
Delivery Every Hour
Luigi's New
Happy Hour
4-8 Mon-Thur
1-5 Sat-Sun
By Popular Demand
HAPPY HOUR
on Friday 2:30-5

\
j

Small cheese pizza $1.25
Extra topping .45

Contemporary
Christian Music
3-6 Daily
Saturday
1-4

.50 delivery charge whether you order
1 or 10 pizzas
Special offer till end of semester
no delivery charge at 6,7,8 pm
'".■ ■'..'.

MARSHALL SAID the
primary issue at hand is
convincing the Arabs that the
United States will be fair in
dealing with Egypt and Israel.
America also has to accept
Palestinian rights. Marshall
said.
"Something needs to be
settled in the Palestinians
lives." Marshall noted. "Some
positive steps need to be taken
to give these people dignity
and a country."
The United States refers to
the
Palestinians
as
"terrorists"
she
added.
"There's nothing worse than
(the United States) not facing
reality," Marshall noted. She
said there is no chance for
peace in the area unless the
United
States
accepts
Palestine.
Marshall thinks Sadat was
shot by his own people. "The
assassination came out of a
military event." she said,
adding "the military is the
most powerful institution in
EgyptMarshall said the media did
a very "poor job of covering
Sadat's assassination.. "The
public
needs
accurate
analysis and unprejudiced
observation from the media,"
she said.
IN BEIRUT, one caller told

[

Pizza slices .60
Extra topping .20
Mon-Thur 11-5 Fri 11-3

■

By LAURA MOUNIE
The
assassination
of
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat had been building up
since Camp David, according
to Dr C. T. Marshall, history
professor at James Madison
University.
All was not well in Egypt
prior to Sadat's death,
Marshall said. She noted
Egyptian officials said Arabs
at home and abroad were
infuriated with Sadat because
of his peace treaty with Israel,
and because of his recent
crackdown on domestic opposition.
The turmoil in Egypt is a
many-sided issue involving
the Israelies, the Palestinians,
the Soviet Union and the
United States, Marshall said.
"Our relations with Egypt
depend on the United States'
restraint, and we have not
shown much restraint in the
Arab world," Marshall said.
"The future of U.S. and Egypt
relations will depend on how
much we can learn and absorb
about the area."
Many Arabs see Israel as an
American colony, Marshall
said. The Arabs feel there is
an American hand in virtually
all Israeli actions, she added.

.

news agencies that the Independent Organization for
the Liberation of Egypt was
responsible for the attack on
Sadat, but few people in
Lebanon had heard of the
group before. Another caller
said the Rejection Front for
the Liberation of Arab Egypt
was responsible.
According to Marshall, the
Reagan administration is
using Sadat's death to subtract supporting votes from,
senators concerning the sale
of AWACS radar planes to
Saudi Arabia.
"Many
senators
were
genuinely shocked by the
insubstantial role the U.S. has
had in the Egyptian area."
Marshall said.
She said it is very unfortunate that the United
States backs individuals more
than policies.
Sadat was assassinated
while reviewing a military
parade Tuesday. Men in
Egyptian uniforms opened
fire from a jeep, then jumped
out and charged the reviewing
stand firing automatic rifles
and hurling at least one
grenade.
Shortly
after
the
assasination. Vice President
Hosni Mubark announced a
state of emergency to last one
year, and said the Cabinet was
unchanged.

Nieben Co.
bids lowest
on project
Nielsen Construction Co. of
Harrisonburg submitted the'
lowest bid Thursday on a
project to renovate the
original Madison Memorial
Library.
Nielsen's bid was $226,032.
The second low bid of $238,290
was submitted by J. „S.
Mathers Inc. of Waynesboro.
The other bidder on the
project was Lantz Construction Co. of Broadway
with a bid of $241,660.
The bids will be studied
further by university and
state officials and the
project's architects before a
contract is awarded, a JMU
spokesman said.
The project involves
the
rearrangement of the interior
of the building to make it
function properly with JMU's
library addition currently
under construction.
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* Alcohol
i Continued from page 4)
referred to a center in
Roanoke.
Hall said men are more
likelv to seek and receive help
for alcohol-related problems
simply because social stigmas
against female addicts make
it harder for them to face their

illnesses.
Representatives from the
center also lecture at local
schools. Hall said. The lectures and films focus on the
social
responsibilities of
drinking and the prevention of
alcohol abuse.
"With younger people.

• Security
(Continued from page n
"What we'll have is a great
information center." according to Dr. John Mundy.
vice
president
of
administrative affairs.
Lusk said. "In the past we
had different sets of information" Student files.

accounts receivable, course
files, and security" were all
separate." he said adding.
"Now all these will be in one
computer system."
The computer center has
been developing the system
since Februarv.

* Foolproof
(Continued from page 1)
Yarber noted that there
said.
have been no violations of
"We. have access to
computer security by students
everybody on the system,
in the four vears he has been
which terminal they were on.
at JMU "It's just not a
and what they did when they
problem." he said.
got there." Yarber said.
>————«« »—»»««« www W***«W»»M»»I

t

A&P
Busch Bottles
6/12 oz $2.19
Old Mil
6/12 oz $2.09
Miller Lite
6/12oz $1.99
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Diet
Pepsi 8/16 oz
$1.39 & deposit |
Jeno's frozen pizzas 12oz

.99

Scott towels (jumbo roll)
Eight O'clock Coffee
fresh ground 3lbs

.59

Pumpkins all sizes
Red Grapes

drinking abusively is the
norm." Hall said. Getting
drunk is the main reason for
alcohol use. he noted He said
peer pressure plays a large
role in young people's
drinking
. "Overall, more and more
voung people are getting into
drugs and alcohol at an earlier
age." Hall said, adding cases
of pre-teen alcoholics are not
as rare as they used to be.
"The price we have to pay for
that remains to be seen."

The only local organization
with counseling and medical
care on an inpatient basis is
the Shenandoah Lodge Inc
Alcoholism Treatment
Center.
According to Will Griffin,
the center's administrator,
alcoholic or drug-addicted
patients
go through a
detox if icxation process
followed by 28 days of
rehabilitation counseling.
Griffin
said
mild
tranquilizers or-other "mood

altering drugs" are administered by a staff of two
doctors and several round-theclock nurses until "we bring
them (the patients) back up
from whatever they're down
on. or down from whatever
they're up on."
The
basic
treatment
program costs $165 a day. but
this charge is usually paid for
by medical insurance or state
social service funding. Griffin
said Aftercare sessioas are
free, he added.

'Don Giovanni

H

9)

byMozart
will be performed by the
Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater
Tuesday, Oct. 278p.m. Wilson Hall
Presented by the Fine Arts Series
ofthe
JMU School of Fine Arts and Communication
Tickets for JMU faculty, gtaff and students are
free from the University Program Board,
Warren CampusCenter.
General admission ticketsare $4 each and
available from Centerpoint Books,
Charles Mathias, Inc. andWCC.
For more information, call the dean of the
school at 433-6472.

r**

SKI

•••I

SUGAR BUSH VALLEY, VT
A

Largest Ski Resort & Finest Lodging
on the East Coast

5.99 \

Bartlett Pears

.99
.79/b
.38 to

Grill Master franks

.79

Old Carolina Bacon

.99 lb

Smoked Picnics

. 69 fe I

Gwaltney Great dogs
.99 lb
Claussen Pickles
1.39 quart
.._;
>——*—»#»———————»«#«««* ————>**—»*»»

JANUARY 3-8
9239 includes...
—
—
—
—
—
—

Brand New Condominium*- 25 feet from slopes!
Transportation
5H Day SU Lift Ticket
Ke«; Party
Opportunity to See Yourself Ski on Video TV
Discounts on Rentals & Lessons '

FOR RESER VA TIONS orMORElDtFORMA TION
CALL LYNN DECKER
4343749
LIMITED SPACE
iiinm

******

.HI

*u*
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Requirements altered for faculty promotions

nvK,,INN
■,:"r*»t\K
in \\
lime- M.idisnn t'nivorsity
(.unity seeking promotions
from associate to full
professor will have to face a
new requirement, according
fo the I9K1«2 Faculty Handhook
Individuals applying for
promotion are evaluated in
three
areas:
teaching,
scholarly achivement and
professional qualification and
professional
service.
To
qualify as a full professor it is
necessary to be judged
"exceptional" in at least two
of the areas, one of which
must he teaching.
In last year's handbook and
in the draft for the current
handbook.
an
associate
professor did not have to
demonstrate
exceptional
teaching ability, but had to be
judged "exceptional" in any
two areas and "satisfactory"
in the other area.
The change was brought to
the attention of the Faculty
Senate during a meeting last
Thursday by Dr. Catherine
Boyd, chairman of the

Faculty Concerns Committee.
Committee
The
Faculty
Concerns
Committee recommended the
now requirement be held in
; i bey a nee for 1981-82 so that
those
people
up
for
promotions this year would
not be affected.
Since
many
associate
professors , submitted their
dossiers to their departmental
Personnel Advisory Committee without knowledge of
the new criteria, faculty
members
in
line
for
professorships could suffer,
according to Boyd.
Despite the fact that the
Faculty Senate passed the
motion to hold the criteria
change for the academic year,
the administration will still
use "exceptional" teaching as
a criteria this year, according
to Dr. Thomas Stanton. vice
president of academic affairs.
The Faculty Handbook will
still be followed, according to
Stanton.
Also at the Faculty Senate

meeting:

The Student
Relations
Committee
reported
the

Strict
n—
Student
Covernment
Association would like to hold
a faculty-student forum on
Nov. 19. The students who
participate in the forum will
he SGA members because
they are supposed to be
representative of the student
body, said Lynn Tipton. SGA
president The purpose of the
forum is to improve relations
between faculty and students.
In other business, a
proposal
by
the
Undergraduate Commission to
lengthen breaks between
Tuesday
and
Thursday
classes from 10 to 15 minutes
was to be taken to senators'
departments for reactions.
Senators will vote on the issue
at the next meeting.
According to Dr Cameron
Nickels, speaker of the senate,
the purpose of the change is to
make it easier to keep track of
time.
Dr
Thomas
Devore.
chairman of the curriculum
and instruction committee,
reported instructors should be
aware of changes in course
numbers.
Some
course

Tlte Body Skab
The Purple Building On The Court Square
2 North Main St.. Harrisonburg
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.

*

Opon Dally 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Master Charge and Visa

/toned
CHEENOS
in Khaki & Olive Green
Alto a New Shipment of

CALVIN KLEIN
Jeans, Cords & Khakis L
p"

■

FetflteWeK
Wrangler & Levi
Lycra Stretch Jeans
THE MOST COMFORTABLE JEANS
In Sizes 31-40

Gml Stkeiim m MW» Sweat* & Sfofo
Rnatefe - Ubab - Utofetis
jCeafta godufc
M fl* Uwm lUutfe* WmU 9K At

Si

Tfce Body Shop

,..„. ,*~
,
...
have
been changed
A representative from the
from 2on to WO level although SGA Student Services Comcourse content has remained
mittee reported the comthe same. Changes were made
mittees main objective this
because the student-faculty year was to establish a test
ratio requirements are dif- hank for students. Faculty
ferent for upper level courses.
members were asked to
It was also reported the cooperate by donating tests to
administration may make
the hank
exceptions in the work periods
of
student
assistants.
The senate also voted to buy
Currently, student assistants a list of faculty salaries that
are not allowed to work during would he kept by the senate
the first week of the term and secretary and would be acduring finals week. Those are cessible to all faculty memthe times when instructors bers.
need student assistants the
The next Faculty Senate
most, according to Nickels.
meeting will be held Nov 5
„.._K.._..
numbers

Post office changes
some dispatch times

UV I.ISA DANIELS
The James Madison University post office has eliminated
certain mail pick-up and delivery times.
The dispatches and deliveries have bveen discontinued due to
government budgeting, according to Mort Fear, JMU postmaster.
Mail was previously dispatched three times a day, but will now
leave JMU only twice daily. Mail departure times are 8.15 a m
and 4:45p.m.
Mail now arrives to campus wily once a day at 8:30 in the
morning These schedule changes took effect earlier this year.
The post office here differs from others in that it is university
run Most campus post offices are federally operated. Unlike
government branches, the office on national holidays maintains
regular service hours.
Mail is dispatched at 3:30 p.m. on holidays.
The JMU post office offers all services found in government
offices, except for insuring packages^registering packages and
selling collectors' stamps.
HARRIS GARDENS
While the post office handles
APARTMENTS
a large volume of mail, it does
not postmark outgoing letters.
Country atmosphere with
Mail is picked up and taken to
city conveniences. TwoCharlottesville to be postbedroom apartments now
marked.
h
■available. Ideally suited
for two roommates. $240
per month, includes all
THE COST
utilities. One year leases.
OF LIVING.
City bus transportation
to our own bus stop. Call
GIVE TO THE
Bob Rivera at 434-65*9.
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY. «
_

1

"If I could do math, I would..."
"What, me do math?"
If you've ever made any of these |
I statements, there is an experience 1
for you

I "FIGHTING MATH FEAR I
GROUP"
. |
| For more information, contact the f
^Counseling and Student Development!
P Center. 6552, 2nd floor Alumnae Hall|
DdWU iiLC <3AW<0lfflTJ A(L<DNK
call the
ESCORTSERVICE
AXP 5698 Sunday-Thursday
9:00 pm • 12:00 pm
IKE 7461 Friday-Saturday
10:00 pm -2:00 am
Sponsored by: Student Government
Association
...v,?. / -"Ti * ^w^^-«.'.**« • • -

^^!77T%<

*%-*

_
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CHARLES TOWN
RACES

HOMECOMING
REVUE
November 4

November 11, 1981

Free.'!!

November 7
•

Races

includes transportation, admission and dinner

JEFFERSON
STARSHIP
;

i

$15.00

Wilson Hall
8:00 p.m.

•

sign Up In UPB Office

ROBERT
DENIRO
"RAGING BULL"
United Artists

■-

Godwin Hall 8:00 pm
$8.00 w-ID
$9.00 guest
:

/,_

October 23, 24
7:30, 10:00
G/S Theatre

__

Tickets Now On Sale

PHILADELPHIA
STORY
-■■-■■

starring

Katharine Hepburn
\

Cary Grant
October 20
7:30, 10:00
G/S Theatre

$1.25 wHD
$175 guest

SOME LIKE
IT HOT
, Starring

Tony Curtis
&

Jack Lemmon
October 22
7:30, 10:00
G/S Theatre
rrr-i n
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Announcements
j.

Attend "Career Questions." a weekly
Career Planning and Placement service
held Tuesdays. 1-3 p.m. lor individual
stall help. This service is designed
^specially for underclassmen to discuss
choosing a major and other career
guestions. No appointments necessary,
first-come, first-served basis.

Monday, Oct. 19
The Women's Fenclnq le»m will hold
an >'i qamrational meelino a* S".30 p.m. in
Godwin 10*. the fenrmq qymnastics
100m
Any
female
undorqraduale
•-ludenl who is interested in lencinq is
. i-c ■ in
it lo attend Contact Coach
PaUim tor tuther information at 64*3.

Aitrnd
"Steps
to
a
Teaching
Positions" workshop l'4S-j:45 p.m. to
discuss >ho job campaign, when and how
to brum and how lo make it successful.
Sign up in advance in Ihe Career
pianmnq and Placement office.

A Bread of the World meeting will be
held at * p.m. in Room 1, Jackson Hall.

Tuesday, Oct. 20

The CCM Coordinating Committee
will meet at J p.m. in Room 1*3, Jackson
Hall.

ailrnd 'Interviewinq lor Teachinq
Pnsiliont workshop *30 I0'30 a.m. The
session
will
include
interview
preparation, questions frequently asked
duiinq interviews, post interview followup and an open discussion period. Sign
up m advance in the Career Planninq
and Placement office.

The JMU Community Symphony will
present its first concert ol the If11-12
season ai 8 p.m in Wilson Auditorium.
The orchestra, under Ihe direction of Dr.
Ben F. Wright, will leature works by
Wagner, Beethoven and Borodine. Free
admission

Attend the two-session workshop.
"Interviewinq Preparation and Praclicc" II am 12 noon. Session one explains the interview process and how to
niepaie lor it. Session two will provide
simulated interview experience. Sign up
in advance at the Career Planninq and
Placement office,

"Huma"
Service*
Career
Day",
sponsored
by
the
Social
Work
Oi gannaiion. will be held 10 am -4 p.m
■n
the
south
ballroom.
WCC'
Representatives from human service
aqencies and qraduate schools will be
available lor informal meetings. Open to
everyone II questions, contact Beth
Avi
P.O. 71* or 433 3205.

Attend
"Resume-Cover
Letter
Reviews," a weekly Career Planninq
and Placement service, held every
Thursday. Ml 30 a.m. Bring typed
resume in finished form for individual
staff
assistance.
No
appointments
necessary,
lirst-come, - first-served
basis.
,

Monday, Oct 26
Orders for graduation announcements
will be taken 10 am -2 p.m. in meeting
Room B WCC.

The Discipleship-Leadership session
will' be a study led by Rev. John
Copenhaver on "Justification by Faith."
The session will be held t-7 p.m. al the
Student Center on South Mason Street.

The Jaycees Club will meet at rx
p.m. in the Menanine. WCC for all interested persons. Election of officers,
fund raisers and other club aHairs will
be discussed. If interested, contact
Marty Moran at 433-7243 or P.O. 1275.

The
regular
Wednesday
night
leiiowship.study lime will feature a
piogiam by Dr Richard MacMaster on
ihe Mcnnonile tradition. The program
will begin al *'30 p.m. at Ihe Student
Center on South Mason Street.

The Physics Department presents a
series of filmed lectures by Richard P.
Feynman. The lirsl film, "The Law ol
Gravitation, an Example of Physical
Law." will be shown at 7 p.m. in Wells
Planetarium. Miller Hall

Christians Concerned lor Peace and
Justice will meet at 7TJ0 p.m in Room C.
WCC. Thp purpose is to initiate,
promote, encourage and educate people
m Ihe Shenandoah Valley of peace and
justice issues here in Ihe region and
around ihe world. For further Information contact Kevin Mondlach at
U1 6636 or Rev Bill LaFratta al 433
•331

There will be a meelinq sponsored by
Kappa Delia Pi open to all education
majors at 7 p.m in Room A. WCC. The
proqram will be a panel discussion
dealing with the roles of ihe student
teacher and the people he-she works
with. Come and get involved.

Student
Relations
Committee
members meet at 7 p.m. in the WinePrice Research Center for photo sessionmeeting.

College Bowl competition begins.

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Thursday, Oct. 22

The JMU Medical Society will meet at
« p.m in Room D WCC. The guest
speaker will be Karen Shlflet of the
Copperstone Dialysis Center.

"Pegasus is Back" will be Ihe
Planetarium theme. It will be shown at 7
and 6 p.m

The Library Science and Educational
Media Department is offering a one
credit hour second Mock class, LSEM
37SK-201
Resources
for
Business
Students. It will meat I2iis-ii30 Thursdays in ED 313 beginning Oct. 22; No
prerequisite necessary. Pick ep cards in
LSEM Education 3(5.

Tuesday, Oct 27
Orders lor graduation announcements
will be taken 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in meeting
Room B. WCC.

The Library Science and Educational
Media Department's one credit second
Mock class. LSEM 217-201 Creating
Slide-Tape Presentations will be held
Thursdays. 12MS-IT30 p.m. in ED 102.
Prerequsitie-LSEM 2tt Photography in
Education or instructor's permission.
Pick up cards in the LSEM office.
Education 305.

A biology seminar featuring Jack M,
Heading, assistant professor of biology
at James Madison University, will be
held at 4 p.m. In Burruss 301 His topic
will be "Life along the Amaion."
Refreshments will be at T«5 p.m.

General
Information

The
Visiting
Scholars
program
presents Peter A. Albersheim, professor
of molecular, cellular and developmental biology at the University of
Colorado at 4 30 p m in Room 1*1, Miller
Hall. His topic will be "An Odyssey in
the World of Plant Soence-A Search for
Improvement in Agriculture "

The fraternities of Alpha Chi Rhe and
Taw Kappa Epsilon, in cooperation with
the SGA, are new offering a free
university escort service. The service Is
available to all JMU students traveling}
Irom one location en campus to another J
The operational hours are—AX P. Sunday Thursday, 0-12 p.m., no. SMi. TKE
Friday Saturday, 10 p.m.-2 a.m., no.
7401.

The Canterbury Association meets at
7-.30 p.m. at
Emmanuel Episcopal
Church.

The fraternities of Alpha Chi Rhe and
Tau Kappa Epsilon are offering a tree
university escort service. The service Is
available to women who need to be out*
on campus after dark. To arrange far an
escort, call the TKE office at 7401, the
AXP office at 5007 or SON or campes
security cadets at 0201. Hours—TK E: 10
p.m.-12, Friday through Sunday, AXPt
f p.m.-12, Sunday through Thursday. If
you use these services, make sere your
escort has appropriate identification.

Intramural
table tennis
sign-up
deadline is 12 p.m. at the IM bulletin
board located across from Godwin IM.

Saturday, Oct. 24
Applications
for
membership
Kappa Delta Pi are due

to'

Sunday, Oct 25
Practice meeting for Underwater.
Hockey teams will be held fso -1130
a.m. at Godwin Pool. The teams,
sponsored by OLOP Divers, are open to
anyone who has or is willing to learn
snorkeling skills. Contact Walter Luti,
P.O. 3*00. no. 4011 or call 411-2177 if
interested.

Masses on campus are held—4 p.m.
Thursdays. Religious Center; S p.m.
Saturdays, Room D. WCC; 10.30 a.m.
and 13 noon, Sundays, Ballroom. WCC.

The Breeze will not be published New. 1.
Announcements of events through Nov. S
should be submitted by Oct. 20.
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

Each of these advertised items a required lo be
raadtry available for sale in each Kroger Store, encepi as
specmcaiy noted m the ad li we do run out of an adverbaad
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Maynard Ferg1
finds enthusias

Maynard Ferguson performed with a
"mature and precise virtuousity" to a Wilson

Photo by Vo Naqaya

Hall audience Saturday night.

Servant of Two Masters9

By CARL McCOLMAN
Maynard Ferguson and his orchestra
delivered a generally pleasing show Saturday
evening in Wilson Hall. Although the show was
obviously meant for visiting parents, enough
boisterous student jazz lovers were in the
audience to give the crowd a festive, enthusiastic air.
The show began at 8 p.m. with the 12member band. Consisting of a -bassist,
guitarist-keyboardist, drummer, two trombonists, three saxophonists and four trumpeters, the band began playing "Give it One."
Band member Stan Mark then introduced
Maynard Ferguson, who, amid much applause, began with one of the many trumpet
solos he performed throughout the show.
Ferguson is an accomplished musician. On
the trumpet, and occasionally on the
flugelhorn. he demonstrated a mature and
precise virtuosity. As the star of the show, he
almost always performed solo, yet he never
wearied the audience with excessive improvisation.
Ferguson's band members are not beginners
either. They appeared to in their mid-twenties.
Apparently playing with Ferguson is a shortterm occupation for some band members, as
there has been a 65 percent turnover in the
band within the past year. Regardless of how
new the members might be to the band, they
all displayed their talent surperbly, both
playing solo and in the tight, unified sound of

i

the band.
Although a few oi
performed, Ferguson ;
played new arrangei
artists such as Duke
Report. The show eve
stream songs, such as
Have Me Anytime." Gi:
Brother" and the Beat
HJ almost every nun
members was spotlig
soloing was usually wel
band members their
spotlight, and kept the
prevent Ferguson's pla;
Throughout the evening
expecially stood out: D
Nelson Hill on alto sax
electric guitar and pi;
The sole low point of
minute "Everybody 1
which the soloing b
Granted, improvisation
but the primary fault wi
ease with which it can
After tearing throng!
that included "MacA
climactic rendition of "
left the stage, only to I
"Rocky." Again, this wa
received by the audienc
fitting finale to an enjo

25in
»le.
zz.
the
ley
a
>on
re,
ell; a

Comedy well done
By FRANK ADAMS
When a production of a comedy by Carlo
Goldon (1707-1793)
is attempted, two
possibilities seem to be open: a highly stylized,
polished version, the sort of thing the d'Oyly
Carte company does with Gilbert and Sullivan
and the Comedie Francaise does with Moliere
(whose influence on Goldoni was strong) or a
casual, uninhibited version. The James
Madison University Theatre, having neither
decades of preparation nor professional actors
at its disposal, naturally chose the second
approach. The result was a happy one.
Goldoni' s work, however much an advance it
represents over the commedia deU'arte
customary in the Venice of his time, appears to
our taste heavy-handed and ponderous
And if Goldoni is not to be blamed, surely
Allen Lyndrup is to be praised for bringing us a
pleasant and informative period piece in a
thoroughly beguiling form.
FOR THF PRODUCTION itself cannot be
faulted.
Pam Schuelke's set was a gem. She used
exaggerated perspective exactly as Palladio in
his Teatro Olympico in Vicenza (near Venice
and surely known to Goldoni) to achieve a
convincing illusion of great space. On LatimerShaeffer Theatre's modest stage she created
two buildings, two courtyards, and nine entrances. These produce lots of opportunities for
stage business: not one humorous or acrobatic
possibility was missed.
Deborah Compton's costumes were properly
of the period: they were colorful, differentiating, and indicative of character—
everything that can be hoped of costumes.
Philip Grayson's lighting was. as lighting
should be. unobtrusive (as was the flawlessly
selected music) and created the effect of a
variety of settings, although there was only
one.
Casting was uniformly excellent.
Ron Stone and Paul Shipe, made up by an

anonymous expert to be totally persuasive as
older men, were egocentric, pompous and
funny. Nancy Sedgwick and Glenn Bricken
were decorative and warm in the rather
thankless, bland role regularly assigned to
young lovers in the theater of the time. Elena
Rimson and Douglas Mumaw were another
pair, getting somewhat less routine treatment.
The title role was most ably carried by Dan
Bright, whose tremendous vigor also energized
the recent production of "Bad Habits."
Tod Williams contributed enormously in the
oxymoronic part of wordless chorus, adding
useful comment with pantomine, a huge
repertoire of inarticulate noises and even a
kazoo.
AN EXTRA WORD needs to be said about
Elena Rimson, who went through most of the
play disguised as a man and avoided all the
pitfalls of such an undertaking. She was poised
and forceful, masculine or feminine as
required, and dashing in a sword fight with a
man. She has a remarkable degree of that
mysterious quality which for want of a better
word is called presence.
Barry Lambert, Cindy Leach, Ann
Czapiewski. Barb Shufelt, and Scott Myer
made differentiated and amusing characters
out of small parts.
Everyone was clearly audible throughout, an
obvious requirement not always met.
Historical perspective has relegated The
Servant of Two Masters to the status of a
collection of stock characters, trite situations,
artificial complications, superficial motivation
and obvious conclusions. But Allen Lyndrup
and company breathed plenty of life and spirit
into it and gave us something which, if scarcely great drama, was still pleasant comedy
that was a privilege to see. The Servant of Two
Masters is just the kind of play that a
university would be presenting. It is most
unlikely to be performed by a professional
company on Broadway. But if it were, it's hard
to imagine that it would be done better.

Dan Bright takes his leave quickly In

/*
IMf's updated version < y
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cArts 6& People

Tuesday. October 20
-The Bopcats at the Elbow Room: price unavailable
-The Allstars at the Other Place; $3

I

Wednesday, October 21
-Jim Scarbrough at Jo's $i
-The Allstars at the Other Place; $3

Thursday. October 22
-Second Wind at Jo's: $1
—Head Winds at J.M.'s:$1.50
—Sandcastle at Scotland Yard: price unavailable
—Addcocks at The Other Place; $3
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Friday. October 23
-Laughing
Sam
Band
at
Jo's;
$1
—Sandcastle at Scotland Yard: price unavailable
-Bruce Olsen and The Offenders at The Other Place; $3
—Robbin Thompson Band and Arznova in Wilson Hall;
$4 advance: $5 at door, tickets available from Pi Kappa
Fl
Phi
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Saturday, October 24
-Laughing
Sam
Band
at
Jo's:
$1
—Sandcastle at Scotland Yard; price unavailable
—Bruce Olsen and The Offenders at The Other Place; $3
mm'
•
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Robert Frances (left) on bass and Tonv Terry on saxophone,
members or the Gilford plus I band, performed at Chandler Hall's
Maxims Friday night.

Sunday. October 25
—Laughing Sam Band at Jo's; no cover charge

Neil Simon's 'Chapter Two9

Legan, Moniz maintain Wampler excellence

re,
ell-

By ROBIN JACKSON
Can a widowed novelist and a
? a
recently divorced actress find love in
Manhattan? This«. is the question
Chapter Two, Wampler Experimental
Theatre's weekend play, asks. The
answer is "Apparently so. With
reservations."
Neil
Simon's
autobiographical offering brings two
very funny, warm, and witty people
together in an excellent look at how
life and loving go on after the loss of a
loved ofie.
It is the story of George Schneider
(Mark Legan), a recently widowed
novelist and wit. whose brother, Leo
(Jefferson Tod Lofquist), is pushing
him
back
into
circulation.
Simultaneously,
Jenny
Malone
(Susan Buonincontri) is trying to
adjust to her new divorce with the
help of her friend Faye (Christie
Moniz). And when Susan and Faye
meet Leo at a nightclub, Faye and Leo
put their heads together and start
matchmaking.
A WFKK LATER George accidentally calls Jenny and through a
series of hysterical phone calls agrees
to meet her for five minutes to get Leo
and Faye off their backs. The meeting
leads to a date, a whirlwind courtship
and a marriage proposal. Leo now
fears George has been too hasty and
tries to talk him out of the wedding.
When this fails he decides to talk to
Jenny and tells her of George's breakdown after the death of his wife.
Jenny, undaunted, believes in her love
for George and also refuses to call off
the wedding.
The scene shifts briefly, after the
wedding, and -we see Faye and Leo
have decided to have an affair—a
carry-over from earlier days. Faye is
uncertain but willing to go through
with it when Leo calls to say he cannot
make it.
The newlyweds return from a notso-great honeymoon, "Three days of
rain and two days of diarrhea." It
seems the honeymoon is over, even
before it starts as George is defensive
and
tries to pick, a fight for no apv
parent reason. In a burst of honesty he
i

tells Jenny he misses his first wife.
Then he decides to go to Los Angeles
on business, hoping to work out his
problems. Jenny moves back to her
apartment temporarily and catches
Leo and Faye in the midst of their
affair (which was not going well
anyway). Faye decides to give her
marriage one more chance. Leo
resolves the fact that he cannot be
faithful to his wife and that he will
continue to search for a woman who
wants "dispassionate passion." no
strings attached.
George returns the next day, calls
Jenny and tells her that his head got
unstuck by walking around the
block—in Los Angeles They decide to
find another apartment, one without
so many memories. The play ends
with George reading his latest novel
to Jenny over the phone.
MICH OF THE PRAISE has to go
to Mark Legan for his very sensitive
performance as George. We can see
the character build from the beginning, a grief-strickeni man towards
the joyous meeting with Jenny, to the
disillusion and pain of guilt after
marriage. Legan's natural wit and
excellent comic timing are put to
wonderful use, especially in the
hysterically
funny
phone
call
sequence.
The major fault
found with the
cast was the lack of age make-up.
True, it is hard to use age make-up in
Wampler, but the entire cast did not
look over twenty-five. George is fortytwo. Jenny thirty-two and it simply
does not come across without at least
a graying of the temples. The clothing
also contributed to the youthful look
by being clothes that college age
people wear.
Susan Buonincontri. though she did
a fine job. seemed too stilted in her
speech patterns. Except for her fight
scenes, which were excellent, she
seemed to have •■•nyfcle putting
emotion into her performance. Her
stage movements were wonderful to
watch, but she tended to deliver her
lines separately and not as a cohesive
unit of thought. Despite this her

Photo by Yo Na«iy*

Susan Rupnincontri played a woman
adjusting to divorce in 'Chapter Two:'

Mark l.egan played a man adjusting to
his wife's death.

performance was still impressive.
Tod Logquist. as Leo. failed to keep
his accent consistent throughout the
play. His best scenes were the confrontations with Jenny, in which he
gave a very touching, very moving,
marvelous performance. Another
scene was his "post-affair" chat with
Faye. He seemed very natural and at
ease, giving advice that is good for
others, but which he cannot take
himself.
THIS PERFORMANCE was one of
Christie, Moniz's best performances'
The character seemed to suit her
because she has a very good sense of
comedy. Her delivery was sharp aifd
she picked up her cues with studied
nonchalance One of the funniest

scenes in the play occurs when Faye
enters in a strategically draped sheet
. during her affair with Leo. In addition
to the humor, Moniz also manages to
' bring into it an understanding of the
women who truly look for romance in
a world where it is in short supply.
One boresome detail of the play was
the pointedly painted set. The doorways and window frames were
painted pink of Jenny's apartment
and blue on George's. This seemed
rather ohvious.
Steve Perez did a remarkable job of
directing overall, considering the
compexity of the material and the
time available. It was a' splendid
addition to the Wampler season and
overall an excellent experience.

•
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Sports

Furman rout drops Dukes to 1 -5
Preseason hopes
shattered, 30-14
By IF.FF NITKLES
Optimistic contentions put forth during
preseason often prove to be just thatoptimistic contentions.
In the wake of James Madison
University's 30-14 loss to Furman
University before a Madison Stadium
attendence record of 12.500 on Parents'
Day it can be-said the Dukes all but
destroyed their hopes of a winning year.
"Really they showed me they are not as
bad a team as their record indicates,"
Paladin coach Dick Sheridan said. "We
knew from viewing the Richmond films
they were tough but what the problem is I
couldn't tell you."
Victimized by the 169-yard rushing effort of Furman's Stanford Jennings and
two scoring tosses from quarterback Tim
Sorrells to Dennis Wright, JMU fell to a
dismal 1-5 with five games remaining
including outings with The College of
William and Mary, and East Tennessee
State University.
As Sheridan hinted, the final margin is
not indicative of what actually took place
on Saturday.
For a brief moment late in the second
quarter, following Scott Norwood's 46yard field goal to put the score at 10-6. it
appeared the Dukes might have the
momentum needed to seriously threaten
the upset.
That momentum was blunted when JMU
attempted an unsuccessful onside kick
with 2:04 left before the half giving the
Paladins the ball at their 47-yard line.
"We made the decesion to try the onside
kick because we noticed in the game films
that they keep all their front people inside
the hash marks." JMU coach Challace
McMillin said. "Unfortunately Scott
kicked the ball too hard and it went out of
bounds. I will say now if I had to choose
over again I would make a different
decesion."
Furman capitalized on the call as they
drove to the Dukes' 16-yard line before
settling for a Tim Tanquay 42-yard field
goal to boost their advantage to 13-6 with
15seconds left. Tanquay's three field goals
for the day made him 9-for-9 on the year.
Norwood had a shot at shifting things
back JMU's way after Bryan Moore
returned the kickoff to the Dukes' 41-yard
line and a face mask penalty placed the
ball at the Paladins' 44-yard line.
But his 61-yard field goal try was short
as time expired.
"We were real sloppy especially in the
first half." Sheridan said. "I take my hat
off to the way JMU was prepared for this
game but we were certainly not as sharp
as I would have liked for us to have been."
For the Dukes the third period was a
drill to see how many times punter Greg
Caldwell could get on the field. In three
possesions JMU managed only one first
down and that was by virtue of a penalty.
Furman didn't fair much better until
they took over at their own 30 with 3:33 to
go in the quarter.
Three consecutive runs by Jennings
moved the Paladins to the Dukes' 44-yard
line before the drive eventually stalled at
the 27.
Tanquay then booted a 43-yard field goal
to up the margin to 166 with seven seconds
remaining
See FIRMAN, page 16
■■» V'.v.' '
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Defensive change
silences critics
By KM HUM) AM AC IIFR

Ptioto by Tom Llqmwi

BRICF MORTON (top) stops Furman's Brothel Cole. Morton led the
Dukes' defensive charge with seven unassisted tackles. Below quarterharfc- Tom- Bowles takes off on one of his many runs. Bowles was
•IMI'N leading rusher with RX yards.

Coach Challace McMillin. forced to
change his defensive alignment because of
injuries, went to a 5-3 front against Furman University.
The change did not alter the outcome of
Saturday's game as once again James
Madison University was defeated by a
more talented football team.
Furman confidently strolled into
Madison Stadium and soundly beat the
Dukes 30-14. The loss extended JMU's
losing streak to three games.
The positive or negative aspects of
McMillin's new defensive strategy may
not be evaluated until season's end, but at.
least it will quiet some of his critics.
For the present McMillin seems to be
pleased with the arrangement.
"I think that we are in a situation where
we can get our faster people in and
probably have more depth with the
linemen that we've got." McMillin said.
When the Dukes were in the 5-3 they
seemed to be more effective stopping
Furman's sweeps than they were in JMU's
traditional wide-tackle-six. But late in the
second quarter and during most of the
third. JMU shifted back to the 6-2 alignment.
McMillin admitted that his team had
done a good job of shutting down the
Paladins' sweeps when playing the 5-3, but
reasoned the shift back to the 62 was
neccessary to provide better pass
coverage. Furman only attempted two
passes in the third quarter and 16 the
entire game.
"We probably should have thrown more
than we did." said Furman coach Dick
Sheridan. "But we just felt like we should
be able to take the ball and rush it."
Although Furman put just three points
on the board in the third period to take a
16-6 lead, the defensive switch hurt JMU
considerably. By keeping the ball on the
ground, the Paladins used up more than 10
minutes.
During this time sophomore tailback
Stanford-Jennings, who was the game's
leading rusher with 169 yards, consistently
gained four or more yards a carry as he
ran to the outside on the Paladins' most
successful play—the toss sweep.
While the Dukes continue to lose against
superior opponents, their performances
have not lacked effort.
Excluding the final three minutes of
play, in which time Furman scored twice
and JMU once, the Dukes' performance
was very similiar to that of the University
of Richmond game. A direct correlation
can be seen in the final statistics.
McMillin agreed that the two games
were very comparable.
Entering the game Sheridan said his
team did not expect an easy time with
JMU
"Size-wise, in the line where it really
counts. JMU is bigger than we are."
Sheridan said.
•This game was like a lot they've
played JMU played well enough to win.
hut big plays have been hurting them."
Ironically it was a lack of big plays by
JMU's offense that cost the Dukes the
game.
After racking up 36 points last week.
See CRITICS, page 15
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Dukes capture First Annual
Farents' Day Tennis Classic

Photo by David C Jotmion

IMC KFPT ITS record (R-fl) unblemished this weekend by
capturing the First Annual Parent's Dav Classic.

By KFWY SOTIIORON
The first annual parent's day tennis classic
was held at James Madison University this
weekend and the Dukes swept their own
tourney
Participating in the round robin tournament
were. George Washington University, Radford
College, and Lynchburg College.
George Washington finished second with
Radford and Lynchburg rounding out the last
two places rspectively
"Parents would like to see their sons play
tennis instead-of watching the football game,"
said coach Jack Arbogast "They don't geta
chance to see their sons play too often.''
JMU easily disposed of Radford Friday
afternoon 9-0. The Dukes junior varsity team
defeated Lynchburg, 6-3.
The toughest and most exciting match of the
tourney was JMU's 5-4 victory over George
Washington.
The Dukes' top seed Mark Michel defeated
Troy Marguglio in straight sets 6-3. 7-6.
Freshman Mark Trinka. the Dukes' number
two player was forced to default his match
against Larry Small because he was suffering
from severe back spasms.
In the number three singles, JMU's Claude
Hanfling. also a freshman, lost to Javier Holtz

in three sets 6-3, 4-6, 3-6.
The Dukes' final three singles players all
won their matches- as Mark Snead beat Bo
Kemper 6-0. 2-6. 6-1. Kent Boerner defeated
Maury Werness 6-4, 6-3, and Rob Crocker beat
Robert Davis 6-1, 7-5.
The Dukes doubles team of Small and
Kemper defeated Snead and Slaas, 6-0, 6-1 to
give JMU a 4-3 lead.
"I'm still working on doubles matches," said
Arbogast "I don't know if I have the right
doubles combinations yet."
"This is also a nice thing about fall tennis, we
can work on our problems so we'll be ready for
the spring." said Arbogast.
In the number three doubles. Trinka and
Boerner teamed up against Werness and
Datta. Arbogast was worried that Dukes might
have to default this match because of Trinkas'
back. Trinka played hurt however and the
-match turned out to be the winning margin as
Trinka and Boerner won 7-5, 6-2.
The Dukes fall record now stands at 6-0 with
one more fall tournament at Towson State to
play next weekend. "We would really like to
win this tournament" said Arbogast. "We
have come close so many times."

JMU rally fall* short against VCU, 6-5
By DANNY FINNEGAN
It is a rare occasion when a coach
praises his team after a loss, but that
is exactly what Bob Vanderwarker
did last Thursday afternoon.
The James Madison University
soccer coach had only good things to
say after his team dropped a heartbreaking 6-5 match to visting Virginia
Commonwealth University.
The Dukes trailed throughout the
match, but never quit.'When the score
reached embarrassing counts of 5-2
and 6-3. JMU was at its best.
"This team showed me a lot of pride
and courage—what else can a coach
ask for?" said Vanderwarker. "I
could make excuses, but I'd rather
talk about this team's spirit.
"The key is that we didn't fold when
it was 6-3, when it would have been
easy to give up."
VCU coach Ben Satterfield agreed.
"JMU has a whale of a team. Most
teams would have packed it in, but.
they didn't." This is the most bizarre
win I've ever had.'.'
Bizzare is probably the best way to
describe this match.
In college soccer. 3-2 is considered a
high scoring game—6-5 is unheard of.
The 11 goals were the most ever

on \o VOl' HON-T.

Vanderwarker praises team's 'spirit'
scored during a JMU soccer game,
and the Dukes five goals were more
than the team had scored in its first
six games.
Two of the 11 goals came on penalty
kicks, one a direct free kick and three
goals were the result of bad passes by
fullbacks.
The first goal was an indication of
how the game turned out. VCU's
Tedmore Henry hit a bullet of a shot
from 35 yards off a free kick that
tucked in the upper left corner of the
JMU net
"It was a great shot." said JMU
keeper Jim Edwards. "I was beaten."
Alan Ball then evened the game at
1-1 with hisfirst career goal on a' pass
from Casey Stemper.
Henry took a pass from Said Kamali
just four minutes later and put VCU
back on top with another great shot.
Henry, along with teammates Phil
Boster and Ben Kim. have made VCU
the most explosive team in the state.
Henry (12 goals. 4 assists), Boster (9
goals. 5 assists) and Kim (7 goals, 3
assists) are ranked one. two and four
in the Virginia Intercollegiate Leauge

.IMC goalkeeper .Hm Edwards.

scoring list, and the trio was very
effective against JMU.
The Dukes tied the game with just
over a minute left in the half due to the
hustle of Billy Brunner. Brunner
charged VCU goalie Jay Thomas and
stole the ball from him. Brunner then
passed to Ralph Cassagnol, who
simply tipped the ball into the open
net.
VCU appeared to break the game
open with three second half goals
within a seven-minute span.
Four minutes into the half Kim
intercepted a pass from fullback Alan
Carlquist intended for Edwards and
scored. Four minutes later Edwards
was called for a tripping penalty, and
VCU's Steve Struder scored on the
resulting penalty kick.
Mike Montiere ended the spree with
a shot past John Miller, subbing for
Edwards (who was replaced in the
second half by Freshman Eric Erdman).
JMU refused to quit however, and
George Ackerman scored to make it 53. Ackerman took the ball at midfield,
beat the VCU defense and scored from

lfl yards out.
"George was the leader in our
comeback." said Vanderwarker. "He
played superbly in midfield."
Midfield is a new position for
Ackerman. who played back Ms first
two years at JMU. "I like midfield
better," Ackerman said. "I get in the
attack more, you just see the ball
more often."
VCU got what turned out to be the
winning goal when a pass from JMU
back Ricky Adams to Miller was
muffed and Alan Schraeder scored
Ten minutes later, Ackerman cut
the lead to 6-4 when he scored off a
penalty kick.
Senior Mike Isaacs' first career
goal, a 20-yarder, came with nine
minutes remaining.
"I was getting scared," admitted
Satterfield
"We made some mistakes," said
Vanderwarker. "We gave them too
many goals. But our main objective
was to score goals—we just came up
one short.
JMU, which is now 2-4-1 and have
lost three straight, play the College of
William and Mary Wednesday and
George Mason University Saturday.
Both teams are nationally ranked.

..demonstrates the most effective way to step an opponent.
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Rugby: tradition preferred over varsity status
/

-
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"Rugby could never be a varsity sport." said
Rich Stockhausen. captain of the James Madison
University Rugby team.
"There are too many extra-curricular things
involved, and we probably couldn't have parties
afterwards." he noted.
According to Stockhausen. if the Rugby club was
to turn into a varsity sport many of the facets that
draw people to the sport now would be done away
with
"If we were a varsity sport people would be cut
and we would only be able to play just one game
instead of the three." Stockhausen said, referring to
the fact that are actually three teams not just one.
The 'A' team is sort of like the varsity team and

mond Rats 18-0
In a state tournament held in Richmond. JMU
came away with a 2-1 record. They defeated
Virginia Military Institute 12-3 and the University of
Richmond's Law school 21-7. Its only Ices was to
Virginia Tech '«-6.
"We play a total of eleven games this fall," said
Stockhausen. "Our fall record will establish our

would be the financial backing we would receive."
said Stockhausen.
The club does receive up to $1,000 from the.
university, hut it is not enough to cover all the expenses. So each player is required to buy his own
rugby shirt which costs $25 and he must also pay $15
a semester for dues.
Stockhausen adds that the expense for cleats and
gas for transportation mounts up.
Rugby is also a crowd participation game, according to Stockhausen. Fans sit on the sidelines
and have a great time. "We usually average between 300 to 400 people at a home game when the
weather is nice." said Stockhausen
Probably the biggest difference between-rugby
and all other sports is the party held after the game.

'We ploy a total of 11 garnet

'.« and will determine if we get

thit fall, our fall record will

invited to any important eatt

eitablith our credibility.^

coaet or national tournament*'

people not good enough to play on it still get a
chance to participate on either the 'B' or 'C teams.
Another difference Stockhausen pointed out was
that practices are not regimented. The JMU club
practices Monday through Thursday, but
sometimes the 'A' team will practice on Fridays.
"You aren't required to come to all the practices
either." said Stockhausen. "But everyone is encouraged to try and makeat least two a week."
JMU's Rugby team currently has a 5-1 record and
it takes a very serious approach to its season.
"In our minds we are second in the state." said
Stockhausen. "The team is very serious with its
work. The guys are willing to work together and
thev have a great attitude toward the game." he
added
The team has beaten the Winchester Rugby Club
32-0. the University of Virginia 10-4 and the Rich-

It has become a tradition that the home team
throws a party in honor of the visiting team no
matter who * wins.
"We do this to meet people and to get to know the
other players better." said Stockhausen.
Usually once the party gets rolling the home team
challenges the visiting team to a song. Most of the
songs are sung in rounds and everyone sees who can
last the longest.
The height of the singing is to get a rugby queen,
according to Stockhausen. All the rugby players
sing a descriptive song to her.

credibility and will determine if we get invited to
any important east coast or national tournaments in
the spring.-"
The rugby team will play a total of eight games
next spring.
But running a non-collegiate team has problems
to-and Stockhausen has run into a few such as
getting accredited referees and money for the
team.
"The one real advantage of being a varsity sport

Another common tradition among rugby teams in
Virginia are stick races.
A stick race involves five players from each
team The object of the race is to chug a beer and
then run 30 yards or so to a stick.
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• Critics
'Continued from page 12)
IMU could manage
nnlv 11 aeainst Furman and
the only touchdown came
" h.Mi the outcome had already
been decided.
McMillin attributed his
team's lack of offense to the
type of competition JMU
faced.
"Last week we made it over
the top in terms of moving the
football, but I guess it's a
■matter of opinion. We were
close on a number of occassions today, but close
doesn't count I'll agree
there." McMillin said. "We
didn't have as good a game
offensivly as we did last week,
hut we weren't playing the
same type of football team as
we played last week either.
"This team was a better
football team: a better
defensive football team." he
added.
With the exeception of a pair
op fourth
quarter
interception's. Tom Bowles
showed signs of improvement
in directing the Dukes' offensive attack. Bowles rushed
-for 6K yards as he surprised
Furman's defense on a couple
of quarterback draws and as
he also read well on the option.
Bowles' ficst interception
stymied a drive that had
reached JMU's 48-yard line
after he had made back-tohack runs that gained 19 and
12 yards respectively.
Another bright spot for the
Dukes was place kicker Scott
Norwood, who finally got
untracked and hit two field
goals in the first half to keep
the score close at halftime.
The Dukes, who are now 1-5.
have five games remaining.
This weekend JMU plays
Hampton Institute at home
and desperately need, a win
McMillin is optimistic: the
Dukes can turn things around
and win the remaining five.

JMl'S RASKF.TKAI.L team held its first practice of the 1981-82
college basketball preseason last Thursday. The practice
marked the first time that the Dukes have officially taken the
court together since their second round appearance in the NCAA

M>OIO

by D*v/d

L

Johnson

Kastern Regional playoffs against Notre Dame last March. AH
hut three players return from that squad. Above coach Lou
( ampanelli leads his team through some defensive drills.

it Furman

(Continued from page 12)

JMU continued its offensive ineptitude in the final period while
Furman managed one long time-consuming drive that ended
when Brian Coe intercepted Sorrells' pass at the Dukes' 15-yard
line with 4.40 remaining
Moore fumbled one play later at the JMU nine-yard line and the
Paladins promptly finalized the win as Sorrells found Wright in
the endzone on second-and-goal from 13 yards out "to make the
score 23-6 following the extra point.
Wright's earlier touchdown reception, and in fact his only other
catch of the day. came with 7:15 left in the opening period on an
18-yard strike from Sorrells to give Furman a 7-0 lead with the

conversion.
"We might could have passed more than we did but we dropped
several passes early on and Tim didn't appear to be having a good
day." Sheridan said.
After the kick off the image of a rout began to form.
On second down Tom Bowles had his pass intercepted by the
Pa I*.w. Tfcest Green and returned 45 yards for the score to trip
the scoreboard to 30-6 after the extra point.
#

JMU put together a purely academic three-play march with
Moore scoring from the two-yard line with 1:31 remaining to
narrow the lead to30-12. Bowles then passed to Chuck May for the
wo-pomt conversion to account for the final.
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OamHeds
For Sale
i on s\i.r: 10 speed bike.
Zebra Kinko turning bike,
excellent ondition 433-6270

*™**»™
HI, MOM, UHATS
UP? WHAT? YEAH,
SURE, I REAP
ABOUT TT..

by Garry Trudeau
HHAT?..0H,N0..0H,G0P/
NO-NOT UNCLE HENRY.
OH, MOM. J!M'SOSORRY..
I'LL BE HOME- ON'THE
NEXTFLIGHT.. HAN6
IN THERE.. BYE. .
/

1

""&£££,

OOFFEE.POKT

BRIBES?

wo KNOW PUKE?

EOR SM.K: 70 VW Beetle.
Excellent engine Body needs
work Great for around town
$500 433-4963
FOH SALE: 1956 Studebaker
Silver Hawk Classic. Metalic
blue, little rust. 'Inspected,
running, clean 289 V-8
beautiful automobile. $775 or
best offer. Aaron 433-8445.

Wanted
ROOMMATE WANTED: 2
bedroom townhouse apartment. $135 plus utilities.
Prefer upperclassman or
grad. student Call 434-4948

m&sa&NA
BIG SCAWAL BACK
H0ME,7DNK.0VER
HAPPENED? HALF THE COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS IN
OKLAHOMA HAM
Bem IMPLICATED.

WHATISTT,

MY UNCLE HENRY IS
AM0N6THEM.ACOMN6
T0WEfEDS,mSBEEN
TAKING KICKBACKS FROM
SOME LUMBER. SUPPLIER. L*>
FORTHE LAST TEN mS/

MYP00R
0H,N0.e0SH, MOWER..
THATSAWFUL. fVENBVER
MIKE!
HEARD HER,
SOUPSET.

PIP.. DIP
7HEYTAKE
HIM ALIVE*

0H.SURE.
TH0SEGUYS
ARE REAL
PROS.

t

WWTFI): Ghostwriter for
adventure, sci-fi stories. Call
4X3-2169 after 7:00 p.m. Ask
for
Donald
E.O.E

Services
TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience.
dissertations,
reports, theses, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs. Price 879-9935.

UNCLE HENRYS BEEN LIVING WITH
MOM AND ME FOR NEARLY 15 YEARS
NOW. THATSUHYTHISWH0UW6
i COMES AS SUCH A BIG SHOCK..

EXPERT TYPIST: Secretary
working on campus mornings
will do typing afternoons and
evenings, elite type, paper
included. $1.00 per page. Call
434:7508 after 1:30 p.m.BAND: Maxwell-Fm Rock,
new wave etc.. Now taking
bookings for all types of
engagements. Call 298-8535 or
298-8847.
- Aj ■
ELECTRONIC EARRRINC.
AND PIN: Hot. red Love Lite
comes complete with a minibattery Guaranteed to lite up
vournite life Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING.
Box
1007-A.
Warwick. R.I. 02888.

POOR UNCLE HENRY. Hl$ DEPUTATION
IN THE CO^HNTTY HAS ALWAYS BEEN
S0MVRJWT7DHM. IF HE'S C0NVICW, ITU. JUST KILL HIM-

YEAH, ircANBEimTYimvmm

IFEMEM3ER1HEFimVMEWKEtA5
CALLED BEFORE A 6HANP JURY WHEN
HE WAS A UXALSEUERCLWmm.
IN 00LQ-**
RAPO

UASHE
PRETTY
UPSET?

LMD. HEHAD10
FLYALLTHEIMBY
BACKFROMRJO.

L

\^_

V«JLi
G3<fc/is.

St**—y

Stars*On*Campuft

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

Campus Quo

by Paula Dubill, Barb Schufelt

FALL
SPECIAL:
Personalized sterling silver ankle
bracklets engraved with two
initials on either double-heart
or plain bar Only $5.95. Indicate style and 2 initials. PO
Box 164 Seaford. NY 11783.

Help Wanted
\T1II.ETIC INSTRUCTOR:
Part time. Must have some
knowledge of basketball and
ability to work with youth.
Afternoon and evening hours
< 10-20 hrs per week) Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks
and Recreation. 305 S.
Dogwood Drive.
JOBS ON SHIPS: American
Foreign.
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3\oo for
information SEAFAX. Dept.
C-16 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington
98362.
JOBS: Summer
or year round. Europe. S.
America. Australia. Asia. All
fields $500-$i200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
I.IC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar. Ca 92625.

OVKRSE\S
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Personals

by Bryan Gallagher

THURSDAY MOHT
Till FF: Please return my
coat. It has my name on it: it
has no value to you Return it
to any Sigma Nu brother or to
P.O box 3512 No questions
■isked Thank you - Matt.
DO YOT HAVE CRABS OH
HOHY LICE? If so please help
out an entomolgy student!
Completely anonymous. Wrap
in an envelope and mail to
Buggy P.O. Box 477 Thanks!

t*.Hu<tf.Mkj*.tZiA« Urn,

THE
KAPPA
SIGMA
STARDUSTERS
WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE FALL KAPPA SIGMAS
PLEDGE
CLASS;
Dan
Babily. Rob Stershic. Rick
Settle. John Ryan. Jeff
Gerhart. Doug Miller, Shawn
Donovan, Jeff Hollis, Charles
Davis.
Tom
Goodsite.
Brandon Younger, John Coor.
Ted Farnen. Ken Pratt. Scott
Smith. Jeff Atwell. Dan
Brown. .Steve Miller. Brad
Peterson

»M

AIL SUSAN of 311. For
every ? there is a ! 22:1
TKE ANNOUNCES SANDCASTLE. JMU's most popular
dance band, is returning to
Scotland Yard this Thurs. Oct.
22. Tickets are only $1 in
advance available Thursday
10-7 in the Greek Office. WCC.
Buy your tickets early
because this one will sell out.

SEND \ TREAT TO YOUR
PUMPKIN
OR
THAT
SPECIAL GOUL OF YOURS:
The pledge class of Tri-Sigma
will be selling and delivering
candy grams for Halloween
all next week for $2.00. To
order call Sue at 4867. or come
by the Greek Office. Be
prepared incase the Great
Pumpkin doesn't come this
year...order candy gram
today!
THE
JMU
IAYCETTES
WILL HE HOLDING \ 21
HOUR LOCK IN STARTING
XT 3 I'M. FRIDAY. Oct. 23
in the TV. room of Hanson
Hall Proceeds will benefit the
Javcees Camp Virginia for
retarded children. Anyone
interested in participating or
being a sponsor should call
Lori Burdette or Bunnie Ruffo
.it
433-3459.
>^.

Hunt )lMml,U»i of tki WW«'»H«.

Foster Dog

SECRET ADMIRER:
Desperate Dialer your method
is off the hook. Do you expect
to ring a girl's bell with such a
ding-a-ling approach. You're
not a smooth operator. What's
your hangup? Is your brain
disconnected, short circuited,
or just on hold? This isn't Diala-Date. The line is busy. If you
want to reach out and touch
someone,
try
person-toperson. There are better ways
to push a girl's button. Sorry,
wrong number.
DUCKETTES: Diane. Susan
H.. Terri S. Loirs, Ginny,
Mary Anne. Susan S.awesome job last Wednesday
night. Thanks a million. Keep
up that suicide spirit. Next
game on Wed. be there,
aloha ..THE SUICIDE
DUCKS
TO THE YOUNG MAN-WHO
FOUND MY PHOTO SLIDES
IN GODWIN PARKING LOT,
Friday 10-16-81. I am very
grateful for what you did and
wish to thank you with a
dinner. Please contact Debbie
at 433-1206. after 5 p.m.

HX-IUAMW;

Morbid Comics

POORER: When I look at you
I see everything I love and I
need.
Pie.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA for
winning the JMU Spirit Award
at
Saturday's
(10-10-81)
football game against C.W
Post. The JMU Athletic
Department appreciates your
enthusiasm!
LRR:A11 of us "Breezers"
want you to get well soon.
We're doing so poorly without
our secretary !B.IT
SETTLE:Hope you're not
retiring for good. By the way,
T handed it in at 11:55, where
were you? PS. ROAD TRIP!!
BARB
PAT:My mom says hi! Got
any ideas for my 'sit down'
routine? The word for the day
is confidence-hint, hint. Welp,
see you in the funny pages,
(sorrv 'bout that schweetheart. IUST ME
(AGAIN)
I'M NOT Kathy Ferguson.
Are you? OBNOX STRIKES
%

TO A CYN-SATIONAL
'Littlegirl': Hope you and 'the
gang' have some really farout items of attire. You'll see
what I'm talking about soon
enough! But whatever it is you
know it's gonna be fun-have I
ever let you down? Trust me
(Evil grin to follow). UNCLE
.1

by Lance Foster

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

>CZC is accepting
applications for Feature editor
Typists
Reporters
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25<t take/ uou where 4=sr\
youTuanttoqo IV

snbura
Ofv of Harrisonburg
Public Transportation

V

call 434-2515 for information
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Evolutionists 'muddy up waters' in life origin debate
To lh<> editor
1 didn't get in on the ground
floor of this creationistevolutionist dehate. But what
1 did see in the Oct. 12 issue of
Tin- Breeze demands some
kind of response. Jehovah's
Witnesses are not the only
supporters of the creationist
viewpoint.
I get tired of seeing
'evolutionists muddying up the

A
Mend
lost
To the editor:

To the community of
James Madison University:
this letter is the hardest
thing I have ever had to
write. I would just like to
say that we have all lost a

waters by saying that
evolution is a testable theory
while creationism is pure
religion Since evolutionists
were not present al the origin
of the-universe their theory is
no more testable than the
theory of creationism
Every time evolutionists
are challenged to examine tbi'
two models creation and
evolutiofl,"-to see which model
nest fits the available
caring person, my friend
Jeff Frazier. I loved him. I
liked
him.
he
was
exasperating.
he was
lovely. He was my friend.
He""tefT"us irr autumn, a
time for all of us to take
stock. Winter will follow, so
my anger may dissipate
and a spring may allow a
growth.
Jeff died from a cure for
or a disease called cancer.
Donations to the society
are welcomed by all.
Mary Grace Whalen
Editor's
note:
Jeff
Frazier didcd Oct. II. He
had taken leave from JMl'
part of last year for
treatment
and
was
enrolled this semester.

%&TT*£T

scientific data, they throw up
the smokescreen of religion.
They must throw up the
smokescreen because the
evolution model cannot stand
up
to
the
inquiry.
Evolutionists must begin, as
we all do. with religious
presuppositions. Not being
oYpwitnesses to-the-origins ofthe universe, they must make
assumptions that color all
interpretations of scientific
data they can observe. One's
world view is critical in this
discussion.
I would like to see an open.

as God. or give thanks, but
they became futile in their
speculations, and their foolish
heart was darkened."
"Professing to be wise, they
became
fools."—Roma as
1:20-22
A national television debate
between Dr Duane Gish and
Or Russell Doolittle on this
controversy is scheduled for
sometime late this fall. Gish
and _ Issac Asimov had a
written debate on this in the
October issue of Science
Migest.
David Bailev

Shy communicators class to be given
To the editor:
This is an open letter to all
students of James Madison
University. A section of
Communication Arts 200 (Oral
Communication) next
semester will be directed

I!

students -who have spec!
communication
concerns.
This would be a section that
will cover all material normally covered in Communication Arts 200. and meet
the
General
Studies
requirement (interviewing,
group discussion.
public
speaking, etc.) :„however. this
section will be directed
toward an -audience who
experiences difficulties in
most communicative encounters. Check to see if the
following
communication
concerns pertain to you:

Cover more
To the editor:
Give us a break! Witfj only
James Madison University
sports to cover, one would
think that you would be able to
give equal time and space to
all intramural sports.
So far this year the intramural coverage has been a
joke. The only sports covered
have been basketball and
cross country, and the cross
country article was far from
adequate. The names of the
individual
winners . and
members of the championship
girl's team. Alpha Sigma
Alpha, were recognized, but
'for some unknown reason the
team members for both
university champions FACE
as well as championship
division winners White Hall
were not included in the article
Hopefully the cross country
article was just a careless
mistake: but the omission of
all other sports
(save
basketball) is far more than
that! To leave out all but the
most popular sports is a grave
error and one that I hope will
not continue to happen in the
future.
Unit Williamson
11 * r r«.».*<r.«>nf.f\r.»^.*.f^^r^.e.»^.».»^>r;»ji».^

public debate on this issue on
the James Madison University campus The theory of
evolution is a lie. It is only a
matter of time before that lie
will he exposed for what it is
The sooner, the better.
"For since the creation of
the world His invisible attributes. His eternal power
and divine nature, have been
clearly seen, being understood
through what has been made,
so that they are without excuse ''
'.'For even though they knew
God. thev did not honor Him

You find making friends
difficult, and often find
yourself on the "fringe" of a
group •
You are reluctant to participate in class.
You are unable to approach
and speak to authority figures
lie, professors, advisors,
employers, etc.).
You feel you do not contribute your fair share in
group or committee work.
You have difficulty with
interviews and are unable to
express , yourself clearly to
interviewers.
You shake, sweat or become
physically ill when called
upon
to
make formal
presentations.
You feel you have problems
with shyness.
If you feel that one or all of
the aforementioned concerns
apply to you. then you might
be interested in enrolling in
this section. This section will
he designed after a similar

oral communication course
offered at Penn State that
helped over 2.000 students
become more skilled communicators and overcome
shyness. I taught in this
program for two years and am
anxious to set up such a
program at James Madison
University.
If you are interested in
enrolling in this section, you
should arrange to have an
interview with me. Bruce
McKinney. We will discuss
your communicative
strengths and weaknesses and
decide together if this section
would be of benefit to you. So
do not delay. Make an appointment to see me by calling
(4331-6325. ext. 32. or by
dropping by my office in 115
Wine-Price
during
the
following hours: MWF 10-11,
andTuT 11-1
Brace McKinney
Instructor of Communication
\rts
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Caverns highlight local geography
Rabbit chasers discovered Endless Caverns
By MARTHA STEVENS
Imagine falling through a hole in the ground into a
gigantic room filled with stalagmites and stalactites.
Wonder where you are?
You probably are in one of several local caverns.
Rockingham County alone claims at least a dozen
caverns.
People have been exploring caves and caverns for
years. Some of the most famous local caverns were
discovered accidentally when people fell through
such holes in the ground. Today, though, there are
easier wavs to visit such caverns.
New Market Endless Caverns were found in 1879
when Reuben Zirkle and his sons followed a rabbit
into rocks near the base of Massanutten Mountain,
where they found a cave. The natural opening was
enlarged and improved for easier access in 1920.
Like many others, it is divided into various rooms
and passageways with some extending for several
hundred feet.
Stalactites and stalagmites combine to give the
inner chambers an eerie, but fascinating, effect.
Ledges and mineral deposits also form beautiful
scenes. Stalactites form when water and minerals,
such as limestone, drip from the ceiling. When the
water evaporates, the mineral deposit hardens into
the cylindrical or conical shape seen projecting
downward. Stalagtites project upward from the
cavern's floor.
One feature of the caverns believed to be its most
characteristic is the variety of columns which
dominate the inner caves. Another interesting
feature is Diamond Lake, a large underground lake.
Endless Caverns are located two miles south and
two miles east of New Market.
M ASSANCTTEN CAVERNS, famous since 1892,
are located near Keezletown east of Harrisonburg,
They can be reached by taking Route 33 to Route 620.
The cavern's 28 rooms have an unusual
illumination due to the effect of gas and magnesia

tape.
Another local cavern. Skyline Caverns, is located
near Front Royal off the Skyline Drive.
Shenandoah Caverns, four miles north of New
Market and three miles south of Mt. Jackson, is off
Interstate 81. The year-round attraction has various
rates including special group rates.
Featured highlights include the Capitol Dome in
Cathedral Hall. Bacon Formations and Rainbow
Lake
Perhaps one of the best known local caverns is
Grand Caverns, found in Grottoes. The caverns were
once even known as the Grottoes and Weyer's Cave
before being designated by the National Park Service
as a Natural Landmark and part of the Grand
Caverns Regional Park.
Tours are given year-round for visitors to view the
formations which were discovered in 1804 and opened
to the public in 1806.
The cavern's historical significance claims
Stonewall Jackson kept his troops and horses there
during the Civil War.
But more important than the role of history is the
role of nature to the caverns. The immensity of the
rooms and chambers are awesome. T*he Grand
Ballroom alone is more than 5.000 square feet, while
Cathedral Hall is about 280 feet long and 70 feet high
The chamber is thought to be the largest single room
of any eastern cavern.
Other features include several shield formations
known as the Bridal Veil and Jackson's Horse to
honor the Civil War hero.
«
Luray Caverns, however, cannot be forgotten. In
1878. the natural beauty was discovered by Andrew
Campbell and Benton Stebbins. Since then, the
caverns have become perhaps the most popular
caverns in the area and along the east coast.
The cavern, located past New Market is open yearround.

»»

• Top middle) SEVERAL
LOCAL CAVERNS can be
seen on the map graphic. Thev
include Skyline Caverns.
Luray 'interns. Kndfcss.
Massa mitten and Grand
Caverns. (Lower left) The
suhtei i-ancan beauty is seen in
many of the area caverns.
Caique formations
with
stalagmites and stalactites
characterize their features.
\nother feature is underground pools or lakes.
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